Hybridizing bacteria, crossing methods, cross-checking arguments: the transition from episomes to plasmids (1961-1969).
Plasmids are non-chromosomal hereditary determinants, mostly found in prokaryotes. Whereas Joshua Lederberg coined the term "plasmid" as early as 1952, today's concept was not established until the early 1970s. In this eclipse period, the plasmid's place was taken by the episome, following the 1958 publication of Elie Wollman and François Jacob. This paper analyzes the transition from the episome to a renewed plasmid concept both on the experimental and the conceptual level. It will become clear that intergeneric transfer experiments were central to this development. These studies rely on conjugational transfer of extrachromosomal hereditary determinants between different bacterial genera. First, experimental systems employing intergeneric transfer shaped the new plasmid by enabling its representation as a species of circular DNA. Moreover, they had a destabilizing effect on the episome, leading to a crisis in the concepts of microbial genetics towards the end of the 1960s. The new plasmid then became one of the cornerstones of recombinant DNA technologies. In an historic perspective, intergeneric transfer experiments indicate a gradual transition of molecular biology from its early "analytic" to the "synthetic" phase of genetic engineering. Hence, the construction of genetic hybrids in vivo as epitomized in the studies shown here marks an intermediate state that one could designate as "recombinant DNA avant la lettre".